Transcription pausing by Escherichia coli RNA polymerase is modulated by downstream DNA sequences.
Escherichia coli RNA polymerase pauses immediately after transcription of certain sequences that can form stable secondary structures in the nascent RNA transcript; pausing appears to be essential for several types of bacterial transcription attenuation mechanisms. Because base changes that weaken the RNA secondary structures reduce the half-life of pausing by RNA polymerase, nascent transcript RNA hairpins are thought to cause pausing at these sites. We show here that, for the well characterized trpL pause site, the determinants of transcription pausing are not limited to the RNA hairpin, but include the not-yet-transcribed sequence of DNA immediately downstream from the pause site. We show that this effect extends to bases up to fourteen nucleotides downstream from the pause site, that placement of a oligo(dT) tract in the nontranscribed strand in this region does not convert the pause site to a termination site, and that shifting the position of pausing by one nucleotide downstream almost eliminates pausing. From an analysis of many variants of this downstream sequence, we argue that the effect of downstream sequence is not related simply to its GC content. We suggest that these effects are mediated by altered interactions between RNA polymerase and the DNA template downstream from the enzyme's active site.